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I am honored and humbled that you chose to spend your last session of the day with me, 
so let’s make it a good one!

SYNOPSIS: 
Representing yourself. Asking for what you want. These things are hard, but they don’t 
have to be. YOU are the corporate executive in charge of YOUR CAREER strategy and 
implementation. Be your own brand. Learn about tailoring your resume, tips for applying 
for jobs, and setting goals. Understand why to say yes, but not be a “yes man”.
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The book equivalent of me when I was a child = Harold and the Purple Crayon

The world was new fun and exciting…and I --- I was an ARTIST!
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Stay the Course. Forge Ahead. Go the Distance.

Adult Nicki = Hustle, find what you’re good at. 

Personal Motto: Stay the Course. Forge Ahead. Go the Distance.
 Developed early on
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CIO

• A chief information officer (CIO) is the corporate executive in charge 
of information technology (IT) strategy and implementation.

Standard Definition
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CIO of You

• YOU are the corporate executive in charge of YOUR CAREER strategy 
and implementation.

My Definition

This is about you and building your brand
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Speaking from the true nerd in me – a quote from George Lucas

Belief starts from within. 
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THE BEGINNING
(before I knew anything)

Before I knew anything
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Humble Beginnings

Humble Beginnings
 I came from a poor to average family
 Working class, blue collar
 My parents were average students (K-12). 

 I always heard “Be better than I was.”
 My thought “That won’t be too hard.”

 No one in my family had a college education
 Dad and uncle did trade school

Based on my family and my upbringing, I could have foreseen my manifest destiny as lower-
middle class, doing just enough to get by, with only a few luxuries in life. 

Definition of manifest destiny
: a future event accepted as inevitable
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=

Nicki = Artist
 I really thought this could be. 

Truly, Artist meant CREATIVITY
• High School: Translated to Yearbook Editor and Writing

HARNESS CREATIVITY IN A PRACTICAL WAY
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Get a Job / Independence – YOUNG
 Just out of HS, trying to figure it out.

I was going to community college: 
 Initial focus – communications; plan to transfer after AA
 Only 1 year - Quit – financial hardship 

 parents made too much money, no financial aid for me

I wanted to work

GOAL: get out of parents house

A few years of jobs – ups / downs
 Enough was enough
 I needed to quit screwing around – figure out career
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METAMORPHOSIS

The change begins

 I’m 22

 4 years out of High School

 My mom (you saw her earlier) worked for the state

 Well, let’s give that a go. 
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THE BELIEVER: Don Johnson
 Not the actor
 1st Supervisor – hired me into the state (DSHS)
 Reminded me of Mr. Magoo

 My first job at DSHS – data entry - a short timeline
 October 2002 – Interview
 Hiring Freeze – the call “I want to hire you, but there’s a hiring freeze. When I 

can hire again, I’ll call you”
 December 2002 – hired with the state (6 month temp)
 Feb 2003 – RIF’d

o 2 weeks to do my resume and apply
 Don would work with me

o Time for me to find something
o Nick-of-Time: Kept me for the remainder of my 6 month temp
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NEVER FORGET WHERE YOU STARTED!

This is the 1st Resume that I EVER wrote – Don Johnson helped me. 

The notes I made on it, were from talking to him. 
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Resume 
+ 

Tips For Applying

Exercise / breakout: Tailoring your Resume + Tips for Applying for Jobs
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Handout: 

- Tailoring Your Resume

Exercise / breakout: Tailoring your Resume + Tips for Applying for Jobs

Handouts: 

- Tailoring Your Resume (samples – next slide)
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then

now

Ask yourself: 
 What’s your brand? 
 Who’s your target audience? 

THEN: 
 When I first started and thought I was going to be in graphic design, my resume had 

colors and was very artsy. 

NOW: 
 When I transitioned into IT, I scaled it back to basics, removed color and excess art fluff.
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Handouts: 

- State Jobs: create your profile and apply

- Interview Prep

- Interview Prep: Worksheet

Exercise / breakout: Tailoring your Resume + Tips for Applying for Jobs

Handouts: 

- State Jobs: create your profile and apply

- Interview Prep

- Interview Prep: Worksheet
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Interview Prep Samples – 3 of 3 
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DOR – the beginning
 May 2003 – Hired at DOR (6 month temp – Office Assistant Senior) -- TPS

 This happened 1 week before my 6 month mark @ DSHS (aka: you’re booted)

 The bright side of this, my first 6 months wiz’d by!
 You name it, I did it. 
 Lots of exposure. 
 1st go-round with web design: I managed the TPS Intranet Page

 At the end, I applied for, and got my PERMANENT POSITION!!!
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GETTING GOALS
(what do I want?)
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Say Yes

Early Opportunities: 
 Say YES, but don’t be a ‘Yes man’ – there is a difference.

 When you’re given an opportunity to: 
 Learn
 Grow
 Stretch yourself

 SAY YES

 Don’t say yes to everything that comes your way
 Weigh the options / value of the ask
 Will this get me closer to what I want? 
 Am I even interested in this? 
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 I had an opportunity to do an unofficial DJA (Developmental Job Assignment) in Forms & 
Records

 I was back-filling someone else who’d taken an opportunity. 
 I learned new things, met new people, developed new skills
 I was creating! 

 It was forms, but I was creating 

 I did the DJA for 15 months
 Then applied and hired into it permanently – 1st in-training plan

 1st Goal Achieved: Make at least as much as I was old  (e.g.: “25 make 25K”)

 Back to school
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GOALS

Talk about what your goals are
 Apparently having ‘goals’ isn’t common. Who knew?

When you talk to people, even casually, you’re putting it out into the universe. 
 Guess what? 
 People are listening. 

<2006 - Vikki retired (TPS AD), Julian (IS AD) took her place>

I was in school. 
 I was talking about Transitioning out of F&R and figuring out what I wanted (aka: Next 

Steps)

Surprise visit from the IS CIO and Deputy CIO, Colin and Renee – out of the blue, their lead 
in “So, I hear you have goals.”
 Pssssh
 Yeah
 I want…
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THE OPPORTUNITY THAT 
CHANGED IT ALL

The Opportunity that changed it all

That conversation with Colin and Renee led to at least 3 more conversations and
Informational Interviews

The Result = DJA in IS as a Software Tester
 What an opportunity it was

IT WAS A DREAM
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Living the Dream.

Young Nicki, even Adult Nicki, never even dreamed that she’d be here. 

“Living The Dream.” – something I joked about in TPS with some friends

Here I was: Living it. Loving it.   *Pinch Me*

Then, the question: “So what do you want to do?”
 “Oh, I’ll be Vikki in 20 years.” 
 <2007 Vikki came out of retirement, back to DOR, to be the IS CIO>

The “Unicorn” is born (aka: Post-it)
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The “Unicorn” is born (aka: Post-it)

This was in 2007. 

I call it the UNICORN because it’s a 20 year goal – in my mind, I’m unsure if it’s even 
obtainable. 
 …but damn, I said it. 
 Let’s give it a whirl. 
 Something I learned in my TPS days: “If it’s not committed to paper, it remains strictly a 

wish.” – so POST-IT

Another reason I call it a UNICORN: It can change. 
 I wrote it in a way that would allow me to achieve in multiple ways. “AD or Equivalent 

Position”

It’s 12 years later – I still have this Post-it. 
 I just took this picture yesterday. 
 For those of you who are counting, I have 8 years remaining to achieve my goal. 

 It does say “…or less.” but I want to give myself the full gamut and not rush it.
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Getting a Mentor

At year 10, I got a mentor

I’ve mentored plenty
 NOW

Getting a Mentor
 GAME CHANGER

When I applied, I included my “Unicorn Goal”
 I was paired with the AD of HR

Initially terrified
 He’s a pastor
 I’ve got the mouth of a trucker

 “Oh dear lord, help me now”

The time was now, so I got serious and mapped it…
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1st mapping – where I’d been
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2nd mapping – what I thought it’d take to achieve it. 

Feb 2018 – I was asked “where’s that list from when we first met?”

*Proudly: “Right here…”

Ugh *gulp* “I’m behind…”
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2 Years Later

It’s been 2 years later and I’m still working with my mentor – they’ve been a whirlwind. 

I’ve:       pushed myself.      challenged myself.      seen results. 

Things I’ve achieved: 
 Became a Crucial Conversations Certified Training
 I’ve been in Toastmasters for 2.5 years
 I finished 2 major project rollouts
 I applied for at least 8 jobs last year

 The last one culminating in the job I’m in now: ATLAS Control Officer – within our 
new sustainment office -- PS: my new leader is AMAZING!

Two major lows: Deaths
 I had to put my beloved puppa, Abbey, down
 My dad died

Two major highs: I had TWO pretty stellar vacations
 1st: Vancouver, CA after a major project rollout
 2nd: LA for HHN Hollywood and Disney, then Las Vegas and San Fran to boot!
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Setting Goals

Exercise / breakout: Setting Goals
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Handout: 

- My Success Goals

Exercise / breakout: Setting Goals

Short Term | 1 year

Intermediate Term | 2-5 years

Long Term | 5+ years
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The beginning

Metamorphosis

Getting goals

The opportunity

The beginning: Who you want to be, before you know anything.

Metamorphosis: There’s a point that will change you <could be a pivotal moment>

Getting goals: think about it -- By defining the things you want (aka: Goals) it will help you 
achieve. 

The opportunity: look for these moments in your life – they happen so fast – these may 
help you define your Unicorn
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Stay the Course. Forge Ahead. Go the Distance.

Remember… Belief starts from within. 

Stay the Course. Forge Ahead. Go the Distance. 
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Contact Info | Nicki Sorger

nickipediauniverse@gmail.com

Work (Department of Revenue | ATLAS Control Officer)
email: NicoleS@dor.wa.gov 
phone: 360.704.5884

Contact Info: 

 Personal email created specifically for this

 Since this is an event for State Employed persons, I’ve included my work info too. 

Any questions? 
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